The Ocean of Love
I am White Eagle.
In the space that you perceive, there is an Ocean of Love, caressing you, gently rocking you,
lapping you with Love.
You may think that cannot be true. And yet, the truth is far wider than your imagination.
Into the depths, you have gone, completely innocent of understanding, yet there you have
trod, carefully, recklessly, unashamedly, fully unaware of the truth of your whole Being.
You cannot see how whole you are when the waves are ruffled and you dive in anyway. You
ask for peace. You think you can make a difference, so you dive in wholeheartedly, hoping,
praying, asking, “Why?” and “Why not?” You want the ocean to speak, to tell you it is okay
— peace will come. But when you are tossed about in the sea of life, it is not so clear.
Life seems confused and confusing. You can make no sense of all that is — all the crosscurrents of consciousness, all the waves of despair, the ripples of hope, the dashing
tsunami. All hopes are dashed yet the Rainbow of Light insouciantly appears in the face of
all.
The Light beckons. It seems to say “I know the way. Trust me. In all my colors, follow me.”
Pick the Rainbow Path before you and let it lift you up, into the bowels of Light. The godgiven radiance of your Being, shines forth in that Rainbow of Light. Enter In. Step forward!
Tumble in!
Set forth your feet and jump in! For the Rainbow of Light will lead you ever onward, to that
truth which dwells beyond the turbulence of the sea, to the beauty that is within you, the
radiance that shines forth from your very heart of hearts.
Forget the tumbling of the sea and awaken to the Ocean of Love before you. For it is within
you. It surrounds you. The truth is — you are immersed in an Ocean of Love that cannot
be denied, that no sea of troubles can overcome, that lifts you up into the ripeness of who
you are, the colorful sense of joy, the colorful round of Being, the rainbow of delight. That
which projects you upward, forward into the sea of Eternity where there is no pain, no
turmoil, no lack of Love — solely radiance of Being, within you and without you,
surrounding you, lifting you up to the very top of the rainbow — the part that ascends to
that vast Ocean of Love and will not be denied.
All of you ascends. There is nothing left behind. There is no beauty beyond this — no sky
so colorful; no wind so refreshing, so light; no light so pure. Lift yourself up, see the truth,
see through the rainbow. Let the Ocean of Love embrace you. Allow it to unfold. Allow it
to be YOU, for verily I say to you, the Ocean of Love is upon you, the Ocean of Love is You.
YOU are the Ocean of Love, forevermore.
Hear my words. Let peace abound, for in the Ocean of Love peace surrounds you. It is not
a mere token, it is the reality, the reality that lifts you up to who you truly are, to the
substance that makes all things grow, that gives Life.
Walk within that embrace. Let it crowd in upon you. Let your heart rejoice. It comes now.
Fulfilling the truth of who you are right into pure, loving and whole, beyond the rainbow,
into the Ocean of Love. There you shall dwell forever. Let peace surround you and lift you

up for the Ocean of Love surrounds you. It cradles you in its arms.
Be at peace. Be at peace, dear one. Be at peace.

So be it. Bless you, dear one, bless you. So be it. A um. Amen.
I am White Eagle.
Bless you, my child, bless you. So be it. Amen. Aum.
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